











Possibilities and Challenges of Online Classes in Music Education.
——Based on Questionnaire for Students and Teachers in ECEC Teacher Training ——
山 内 信 子＊
Abstract
In this paper, a questionnaire survey was conducted on students and teachers of online classes for a
Practical Music Subjects in ECEC Teacher Training Course, and the possibilities and challenges of the
online class were discussed.
The spread of COVID-19 has forced universities to change their teaching methods from
face‒to‒face to online in the 2020 year. Particularly in Practical Music Subjects, there is a continuing
search for ways to improve the quality of online classes, and trial and error is being repeated.
Therefore, in this study, I conducted a WEB questionnaire survey of students and teachers who
actually took online classes, and clarified their perceptions and issues regarding the educational effects
of online classes and class management in Music Education.
In the future, as online classes may be widely accepted as an educational format alongside
face‒to‒face classes, it will be necessary for teachers to share their perceptions and consider the





































































































































































































































































順位 頻出語 品詞／活用 頻度 順位 頻出語 品詞／活用 頻度
1 練習 サ変名詞 42 10 レッスン 名詞 10
2 自分 名詞 31 11 ペース 名詞 9
3 時間 副詞可能 28 ― 出来る 動詞 9
4 ピアノ 名詞 18 ― 他 名詞 C 9
― 授業 サ変名詞 18 ― 対面 サ変名詞 9
6 弾く 動詞 16 ― 良い 形容詞 9
7 先生 名詞 15 16 緊張 サ変名詞 8
8 受ける 動詞 14 ― 人 名詞 C 8
































































































































順位 頻出語 品詞／活用 頻度 順位 頻出語 品詞／活用 頻度
1 音 名詞 C 33 ― 自分 名詞 11
2 通信 サ変名詞 29 12 弾く 動詞 10
3 回線 名詞 28 13 レッスン 名詞 9
4 悪い 形容詞 22 ― 指 名詞 C 9
5 聞こえる 動詞 16 15 ピアノ 名詞 8
6 先生 名詞 15 ― 授業 サ変名詞 8
7 時間 副詞可能 14 ― 電波 名詞 8
8 見る 動詞 12 ― 特に 副詞 8
9 困る 動詞 11 19 画面 名詞 7
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